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The Coordination of Cost Records
with the General Accounts
By
THOMAS L. EVANS,
Asst. Secretary and Comptroller, Weston Electrical
Instrument Corp.,
Newark, N. J.

The National Association of Cost Accountants
does not stand sponsor for views expressed by
the writers of articles issued as Publications.
The object of the Official Publications of the
Association is to place before the members
ideas which it is hoped may prove interesting
and suggestive. The articles will cover a wide
range of subjects and present many different
viewpoints. It is not intended that they shall
reflect the particular ideas of any individual
or group. Constructive comments on any of
the Publications will be welcome.
Additional copies of this Publication may be
obtained from the office of the secretary. The
price to members is twenty -fiye cents per copy
and to non- members seventy -five tents per copy.

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
Many of us are so deeply interested in the use of cost
information and the development of new ideas in our
science that we lose sight of many of the fundamentals.
Many of our members are receiving their first practical
training in cost accounting through the publications of our
Association. It is too often true that these members get
only a biased picture of the relation of cost work to the
general accounting structure. We are presenting at this
time, therefore, a paper which shows how the cost and
general records are tied together to achieve adequate
control.
Mr. Thomas L. Evans, the author of this paper, is a
Pennsylvanian. Following his graduation from the high
school at Lititz, Pennsylvania, he spent two years at
Franklin and Marshall College. He then entered the
Interstate Commercial College at Reading and has since
completed the course of the International Accountants
Society and the Alexander Hamilton Institute.
The teaching field occupied his interests for some time
for he held the principalship of the Interstate Commercial
College. Business soon called, however, and he went
with the J. G. Brill Company as Auditor. His next connection was with the S. S. White Dental Manufacturing
Company of Philadelphia. He is now the Assistant Secretary and Comptroller of the Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation of Newark.
Mr. Evans has served on the Newark Chapter Board
since its formation and delivered this paper before that
chapter.
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T H E C O O R D I N A T I O N O F CO S T R EC O R D S W I T H
TH E G E NE R A L A CC O UN T S
function of all accounting is to render service to business
T HE
management. This service consists in placing before business
executives complete and reliable information of the activities of a
particular business, analyzed and presented in such form that the
information can be used effectively in controlling the operations
and transactions of the business to the end that economies may result and the balance sheet at the end of the accounting period show
increased profits through the interpretation and correction of conditions giving rise to danger signals as they appear on the monthly
statements throughout the year. The basis for correct cost accounting is proper organization so that through departmentalization, the fixation for responsibilities can be placed. It is the function of the executive department heads and their subordinates in
the organization to understand the plan of procedure of the system
in use and to see to the smooth working of the details coordinating
with it. Without this harmonious organization, no controlling accounts can make a cost plan succeed, as there are so many ramifications of the subsidiary accounts tying up with the completed
cost system, through interdepartmental transfers, that do not show
in the general accounts.
The larger the business and the more diversified the operating
departments, the greater is the need for supervision through accounting control. It is therefore important that reports and statistical information be dispensed to the management that correctly
show the various activities of the business. The importance of
accounting service is based on true and correct records, through
accounting control, to the end that the supporting subsidiary accounts must tie up with the general control accounts.
Every one connected with the accounting and cost accounting
divisions of a business should understand the modus - operandi
of the system mechanism, otherwise many useless dollars will be
spent and will disappear through the lack of understanding of the
objects and the purposes to be obtained.
Without proper cost accounting information, the management of
any business is at a loss in fixing selling prices, meeting competi-
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tion, and directing the manufacturing activities. With properly
organized cost statistics, the business executive has a definite guide
for controlling and directing his business operations. The general
cost and manufacturing accounts should be so laid out that they
will present first:—Cost of Raw Materials; Second: Cost of Production Labor; Third: Cost of Factory Operating Expenses, i.e.
burden or overhead, whatever you may choose to call it. Fourth:
Total factory cost of finished product.
If these records are to be useful to the management, they should
be broken down into proper supporting details; required detail
being recorded in subsidiary record books of accounts and these
sub - divided for departmental operations.
Cost

of

Raw Materials.

To better provide for material control, it is essential that the material items be properly classified; and divided into the following
classifications:
a. Raw Material items that form the principal basic materials
used in the manufacture of the product before any manufacturing
operations have been performed within the plant.
b. Supplemental Raw Material items, which are secondary in
their importance and which include such items, commonly referred
to as Factory Supplies, which are necessary to the manufacture of
the product, but which are not apparent, figuratively speaking, in
the finished product. These materials, however, must be transferred from stock on requisitions in the same manner as raw material items under (a).
The necessary accounting procedure and methods to properly
control the material values, should include the following records:
t. Purchase Requisitions —which originate in the department
requiring the material and form a request to the Purchasing Department to place an order for the material required as described.
2. Purchase Orders —used by the Purchasing Department ordering from the supplier, after having first determined the best price
and terms, the quantity, quality, and kind of material required.
3. Reports of Material Received —which are the reports submitted by the Receiving Department to the Purchasing Department showing the quantity, quality, and kind of material received.
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4. Invoices from Shippers ,or Suppliers, —The values appearing
thereon being supported by the three previous records referred to
and which, after having been verified for quantity, price, and terms,
are approved for payment by the Purchasing Department from
whence they pass to the disbursement auditor for payment. He has
in his department duplicate copies of the purchase orders and reports of material received, which he uses as part of his audit to
determine the authenticity of the invoices and his confirming authorization for payment, after verification for prices, extensions,
terms, etc.
5. Voucher Record or Purchase Invoice Register —in which
record columns are provided for the proper distribution of the
various purchases and accounts payable items to readily summarize
the charges under the proper accounting control accounts. In
some cases it is necessary to sub - divide the voucher register into
subsidiary departmental records, depending upon the accounting
procedure and the breaking down of the various accounts desired.
To delve further into the breaking down of the sub - divisions of
the voucher register is unnecessary at this time, as all of us should
be sufficiently familiar in the handling of subsidiary accounts and
the necessity for these accounts to pass over everyday details. We
shall therefore deal with the major or controlling accounts only.
Voucher Register
While the foregoing explanation has so far touched only on
material purchases, the voucher register becomes a book of original
entry for the entry of all disbursement vouchers, payable by
voucher check and covers checks drawn for payroll, which are
charged against an Undistributed Labor account, and expenses of
every kind. The only items that should not appear in the voucher
register are checks for officers and certain executives salaries, expenditures of a private nature, the information of which should
not be passed generally to the various office departments.
The voucher register provides for credit entries in the first four
columns and for debit entries in the remaining columns, the number of which can be extended to meet the necessary requirements.
I have seen some voucher registers having 6o and more debit columns, which, for convenience, are made up of cut sheets. The total
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of the first credit column, which is for Accounts Payable items only,
is posted to the credit of the Accounts Payable Account, the second column, cash discounts allowed and taken, the third column
usually for freight deductions where shipments are made F. O. B.
destination and the freight paid at destination. These must be
deducted from the invoice at the time of payment, but as this cost
is included in the cost of material, its total value is charged to its
proper account. The fourth column is to receive Accounts Receivable, Miscell. Credit accounts, and contra credits, posted singly
to the credit of a specific account.
The total of the voucher register debit distribution columns are
posted at the end of the month to the General Ledger Control accounts. By individual account markings, either on the office file
copy of the voucher or a voucher register account column, postings
are made to the various subsidiary accounts. At this point, it
might be well to state that postings to the various subsidiary accounts should be made direct from the office file copy of the
voucher, rather than from the voucher register, for the reason that
more information can be obtained from the office file copy of the
voucher and it also forms a positive check when reconciling with
the control accounts the trial balance of the subsidiary accounts,
which must tie up with the various control accounts.
I personally do not approve of an Accounts Payable Ledger,
as it consumes unnecessary time in posting and the details contained
in the various creditor's accounts are too meager and indefinite to
supply the information usually sought. In other words, it serves
only as a voucher record index, whereas if an additional copy of
the voucher is provided, these copies can be filed in individual alphabetical books to take the size of the duplicate sheet and when alphabetically and sub - alphabetically filed into these books they
supply a finished reference, usually giving the information desired
on the face of the voucher copy? Where not complete, the office
file copy of the vouchers, to which is attached the invoices or other
details filed in numerical order, will supply the information. An
additional advantage is a cross reference numerically and
alphabetically.
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Materials Used
So far we have provided for the purchasing and charging of
the material to definite control accounts, assuming that the material
has been properly placed in the physical stock rooms kept for the
purpose under the supervision of competent stock room clerks.
The modus - operandi of withdrawing material from stock is on a
material requisition, whether it be a unit requisition or a requisition calling for one or more items. Personally, I favor the unit
requisition and lean strongly toward tabulating machine control
for distributing material withdrawn against the various accounts.
Where the material classification is extensive and its distribution
equally so, which may run into thousands of units, the tabulating
machine affords a rapid and correct distribution of this material
by condensing, not only the posting to the various stock room accounts, but also giving the necessary sub - division for accounting
classification and control.
In every establishment, there are certain materials used more
frequently than others. Of these particular materials, were they
to be posted individually against the stock room accounts, there
might be as many as ioo individual postings in a day, unless the
quantities withdrawn were possibly summarized on an adding machine and one total posted. Through the aid of the tabulating
printer, all of the detail required is punched on the card and can
either appear on the printed sheet from individual cards or in group
totals, a summarization of which accumulated throughout the
month provides for the total quantity and the total value of withdrawals to be credited to the various stock record accounts and
subsidiary control accounts, the summarized total value of which is
posted to the credit of the various material control accounts, with
corresponding debits to various operating accounts.
Material Control Accounts in the general ledger furnish from
the entries throughout the annual accounting period, a definite
inventory value, which should very closely provide the value that
the physical inventory at the end of the annual accounting period
should show. All of us know the difficulties in reconciling these
values, as we find that employees in the shop look upon stock room
material as so many pieces, or so much quantity and do not take
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into consideration that the withdrawing of this material should be
as carefully accounted for as the receiving and distribution of cash.
Price changes throughout the year also affect the control. However, when price changes of consequence take place, a count should
be called for of the physical stock and with the additional stock purchased, a price adjustment should be made on the records in the
Cost Department to establish a definite value for costing this material for future withdrawals, which will better stabilize the inventory values with the control accounts.
In every going business, there is a continual change taking place
in the product produced to meet business requirements, with the
result that certain obsolete and slow moving material remain in
stock. This may be the result of improper production methods or
lack of foresight on the part of the Sales Department in not supplying the factory with information of the changes in the product
taking place. Periodically, a survey should be made of the various
material accounts in the stock room and where it has been ascertained that material has not moved for a given period, it should be
scrapped, the proper material account credited and either an operating expense or Reserve for Obsolete Material account charged.
Work -iii- Process
After the material has been withdrawn from stock to go into
manufacture, it becomes Work -in- Process and should be charged
to a Work -in- Process account, over which controlling accounts in
the general ledger are provided. As the processing of material goes
into the finished product, Work -in- Process accounts should be
credited and the finished product account charged, the value of
which is controlled through the general ledger control accounts.
At the end of the annual accounting period, an inventory is taken
of Work -in- Process on the floor, the value of which should closely
tie up with the general ledger control account.
It is the costing of these accounts that requires the closest supervision, the utmost care, clear thinking and the level head of the
cost accountant. There are so many interdepartmental transfers
and conditions within the plant, that can "upset the apple cart"
and cause no end of trouble in reconciling with the control accounts at the end of the accounting period. Cost changes have a
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definite bearing on the final results and must be closely watched and
corrected at once.
While the foregoing is merely scratching the surface on the subject of accounting for material it briefly outlines what is considered
necessary and conservative cost accounting practice.
Cost of Production Labor. Manufacturing Labor is usually
divided into
a. Productive or Direct Labor.
b. Non - Productive or Indirect Labor.

is

a. Productive or Direct Labor deals with that labor which performs work directly on and is visible in the finished product. At
times it is rather difficult to distinguish between direct and indirect
labor, owing to the nature of the labor performed. For accounting purposes, a standard practice should be prepared to clearly
define and distinguish the division as regards an individual industry.
Direct Labor calls for the performance on definite productive
orders, for which order numbers have been assigned by the Production Department. As jobs are given out in the Productive Departments, the departmental clerk has prepared in advance the time
or labor cards on these individual jobs. As the work is assigned,
the time cards are distributed to the various operators with their
names, employee numbers (rate of pay, if desired) and description
of the job, and the order number assigned to the job. The employee either rings in on the job on a time recorder, or the time is
marked on the job card by the departmental clerk when the job
is started. The employee rings off at the end of the day, whether
or not the job is completed. If uncompleted, a new time card is
assigned to him, the foregoing information appearing thereon for
the next day's work. For each job performed, a separate time
card is provided. The week's time cards, assuming the week's
working hours are 48 hours, should total 48 hours. If not, it
up to the departmental clerk to straighten out the error. If these
time cards are reconciled each day, there should be no difficulty at
the end of the week in reconciling the time cards of each employee
with the Time Keeping Department control, as shown by the "In"
and "Out" cards for the week.
Where tabulating machines are used, a tabulating machine card
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should be provided. After the cards reach the Time Keeping Department, they are extended for the labor performed on each job,
bonus earned, and any other information that may be necessary.
The total of the time cards against the various jobs is compiled
through the proper punching of the tabulating machine cards and
run through the tabulating machine for distribution. The totals
showing against the various order numbers are posted from the
tabulating printer list weekly against the order or during the interim, if desired.
The total of the direct labor is charged against the proper work
in process account and credited to the Undistributed Labor control
account in the general ledger. As the jobs are finished, the cost
clerks can readily total the value of the Direct Labor and the hours
required to perform the work under the various departments working on the job to be used as a basis for distributing departmental
overhead at the established overhead rates.
b. Non - Productive or Indirect Labor is more difficult to account for than Direct Labor, as it runs into so many ramifications
and sub - divisions under the various overhead expense accounts.
To properly govern and control the accounting distribution, definite expense orders should be issued against which employees,
whose work is not charged to direct productive orders, should
charge their time. This covers Maintenance Orders, Repair Orders, Foremen's time, Clerical Time, Inspection (where it cannot
be charged directly to the order), Trucking, Janitors, Receiving
and Shipping, Drafting Room, where the labor cannot be charged
directly to a Production Order), Lost time waiting for work, Educational Training of employees, Stock Room Labor, both clerical
and the handling of physical stock, and so on down the line. All
of this Indirect Labor, however, while being charged to definite
expense orders, should be sub - divided under departments, so that
productive departments will absorb in their overhead the Indirect
Labor in their respective departments. General factory overhead,
where the Indirect Labor cannot be departmentalized directly to
definite productive departments, must be distributed on a pro -rata
basis adapted to the respective industry. This subject of general
overhead distribution on a pro -rata basis over the productive departments is a subject for a talk in itself. There is no subject in
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cost accounting that is so elusive or where there are so many different opinions as on the subject of distributing overhead.
As time cards on which the indirect workers report their time
are distributed in the Time Keeping Department, the same procedure is gone through on the tabulating machines as on direct
labor. The various expense accounts departmentalized are charged
and Undistributed Labor account credited.
We now have assembled all of the direct and indirect labor time
cards and having credited the distribution to the Undistributed
Labor account, this account, for the payroll period covered should
balance to the cent, as we have distributed all of the labor, which
has been paid for and which, under proper control in the Time
Keeping Department, must tie up with the payroll records. Should
any difference result, it is up to the Time Keeping Department or
the Cost Department controlling the tabulating machines to review
the work, locate, and correct the error. However, where labor
distribution ties up with a weekly pre- determined payroll control,
there should be no necessity for this unnecessary duplication of
effort.
Cost of Factory Operating Expense, Burden or Overhead. Accounting for Burden.
This elusive and most important element in cost accounting has
been more discussed and more volumes have been written upon
the technical aspects of its application than any other of the three
elements entering into the final manufacturing cost. The deep
significance of its importance is not always appreciated, as owing
to the amount of value involved in making up the final manufacturing cost of an article, the proper distribution is frequently lost
sight of. Mass production forms the basis of modern industry today and the under - absorption or over - absorption of overhead is
usually credited to an unforseen increase or decrease in the business, and is therefore considered uncontrollable. This is a fallacy
that should be corrected, as the over - absorption or under- absorption of factory burden in any industry directly reflects the efficiency under which that industry is managed and the rates
determined and established by the Cost Department or Auditor.
Let us assume that in a manufacturing industry $zoo,000 has
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been over - absorbed or under - absorbed, where the manufacturing
cost of sales, i.e. material, plus labor, plus overhead is $5,000,000
to produce say $io,000,000 in net sales, resulting in a net profit of
$2,000,000, after all charges, including depreciation, local taxes,
repairs to equipment, selling and administrative expenses, certain
miscellaneous direct charges and federal income tax have been
deducted, which would be equivalent to 20 7o profit on net sales.
In certain industries this would be considered a normal per cent
of net profit under average manufacturing conditions. This over absorption or under - absorption of overhead is the direct result of
incorrect burden or overhead rates being used. On a $2,500,000
factory payroll, $20 0,0 00 would represent an 8 7 o variation on the
total payroll and possibly a r5°Jo or 167o variation on the direct
labor payroll on which basis the overhead is distributed, which is
greatly in excess of what might be expected.
It is apparent from the foregoing illustration, that a thorough
investigation of the departmental rates and the overhead expenses
is imperative. Under a budget plan with the various departmental
and general expenses pre - determined at the beginning of the accounting period, this analysis is simplified, as the items showing
extraordinary increases or decreases, through investigation, can be
readjusted. In the case of an over- absorption, it will mean that
the rates used have been too high and that inventories are loaded
with a higher cost than was actually expended, as a result of which
federal income taxes are paid on a paper - profit, which, through
readjustment of rates for the subsequent year would result in lessened costs and, possibly to meet competition, reduced sales prices,
as a result of which the overcosting of the finished inventory must
be absorbed against the actual profit to offset the paper profit taken
the year previous.
When making annual comparisons, on statistical and balance
sheet reports, such a result calls for needless and lengthy explanation, unless inventory values are corrected to distribute the over absorption of overhead through a redistribution of overhead loaded
throughout the annual accounting period. If credited to the cost
of sales for the purpose of merely reducing the cost of sales, the
inventory values remain unchanged and will be inflated.
Further, over - absorption and under - absorption of overhead are
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the most positive indications to management of the shop conditions, especially when a pre - determined budget has been carefully
worked out and which in other respects ties up with the general
business conditions. Any plan of burden accounting and control
should eliminate unnecessary detail and should be as simple as possible to meet the requirements of the business. The real value of
overhead absorption is not only to apply the manufacturing burden,
as it progresses through the shop, but also to furnish managerial
information, from which true comparisons of the actual and expected results can be obtained.
In order to do this, departmentalization of overhead is necessary, preferably on a direct labor payroll or direct working hour
basis. Where labor charges in their relation to time consumed
maintain an average ratio the direct labor payroll is possibly the
simpler method. Against the various departments, the general
overhead must be distributed on a scientific basis, which involves
floor space, number of employees in the department, the amount
of power and electricity consumed and certain other factors incidental to certain industries.
The direct departmental overhead covers the expenses of Indirect Labor and supplies used directly by the department. Overhead is further divided into variable expenses and fixed expenses.
The variable expenses are those which relate to the activity of
the plant, such as indirect labor, power, etc., while the fixed expenses cover such items as taxes, depreciation, insurance, etc. The
general factory overhead expenses should be so distributed that,
after having been spread over the various departments, the balance
in this account should result in zero. What remaining balance at
the end of the month there might be, after following this established plan of distribution, can be pro -rated over the various productive departments on the original basis or can remain in the general overhead expense account as a back log to be worked out
during the subsequent months. However, at the end of the year
all of this expense should be distributed departmentally so that no
balance remains.
Overhead or burden absorption rates must first be established
on the direct labor covering the direct expense of the department,
supplemented by separate rates covering general factory overhead
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will

on the direct labor of the respective productive departments, the
sum of the two rates making up the total overhead rate through
which to absorb the total direct and indirect overhead expenses of
the productive departments.
With the addition of the complete departmental overhead or
burden to the direct labor applied to the job, the departmental cost
of production will result. As the work progresses from department to department, each department will accumulate both
direct labor and overhead or burden to the end that when the last
process has been performed and the article produced goes into
physical stock, the order will show the full material, labor and
overhead cost of production, at which value it should be carried
on the inventory records.
To establish an overhead or burden control, the various expense
items showing in the voucher register will be charged to the proper
factory overhead and maintenance expense account covering direct
charges showing on the vouchers. Additional charges will result
through material requisitions of supplies, indirect labor charges,
depreciation through journal vouchers and other items of an expense nature. At the end of the month, a balance will be struck,
which will be offset by the credits resulting from the application of
the departmental rates to the direct labor performed in the various departments, the total of which will be credited to an account,
"absorbed factory overhead ". The credit balance on this account
be balanced against the debit balance of the factory overhead
and maintenance expense accounts, the result being either a debit
or a credit balance. If a credit balance results, it is indicative of
an over - absorption of overhead and if a debit balance, an under absorption of overhead, which, through properly prepared reports
to the management, is indicative of the factory operating conditions
in relation to the actual expenditures. The overhead added to the
direct labor on the various manufacturing orders for distribution
purposes is punched on cards, through which the various orders are
charged and a summarization of which forms the credit to the absorbed factory overhead account referred to above. Where tabulating machines are not used, especially designed forms must be
used.
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Total Cost of Factory Product.
By combining the foregoing three elements of cost, we have the
final cost of the finished product, which is the value that must be
carried in our inventory control accounts. As sales are made, these
sales are costed, using the final cost value carried in the inventories
and cost records, the summarization of which costs are credited to
finished product and charged to cost of sales on whatever break
down the particular industry may require.
Selling and Administrative overhead can either be pro -rated over
and added to the cost of sales or charged against the General Profit
and Loss account after the gross profit on sales has been determined. Personally, I prefer pro- rating against the various
classifications of cost of sales on a quantity basis where advisable
so that the net profit resulting from each sales classification can
be determined and show the management those sales classifications
that are productive of profits and those which are not.
Supplemental to the foregoing control accounts and subsidiary
accounts tying up with the control accounts, statistical information
should be compiled to be presented to the management, through
which comprehensive visualization can be quickly obtained. This
statistical information is supplemental to the accounts, the information, however, being obtained from the accounts, and should tie up
with the actual general ledger control values. Such statistical information should show the relation of the various elements of cost
to sales, compared with a like accounting period of previous years
or even sub - divided and compared by months within the same accounting period. The ratio of Selling Expenses and Administrative Expenses to sales should also appear, the ratio of net profits,
before deduction for direct charges, federal income taxes and
other extraordinary items and finally the ratio of undivided profits
transferable to surplus.
This talk is not supposed to be a thesis on cost accounting, but
rather a compendium, the principles of which can be elaborated
upon and applied to fit a particular industry's needs. For such a
gathering as we have here, it would be folly to attempt to lay down
a specific system for a specific industry, which could not be applied
generally to other industries.
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